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About This Content

Straight from Kadokawa, here are Japanese darkness and curses themed generator parts!

From dashing heroes and dastardly villains to unassuming NPCs, characters are at the core of all role playing games. And now,
you can make character creation even easier!

RPG Maker MV's character generator is a powerful tool and a fan-favorite when it comes to quickly creating a cast for any
project. With Japanese Character Generator Expansion 2, you can add a touch of classic Japan to your RPG Maker projects.
With emphasis on darkness and curses, Expansion 2 parts are an essential part of your growing RPG Maker resource library.

Includes:

Front Hair: 3 Male, 3 Female

Rear Hair: 3 Male, 3 Female

Mouth: 2 Male/Female (common to both sex), 1 Female

Facial Mark: 3 Male/Female (common to both sex)

Clothing: 3 Male, 3 Female
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Accessory 1: 3 Male/Female (common to both sex)

Accessory 2: 5 Male/Female (common to both sex), 1 Male

Glasses: 2 Male/Female (common to both sex)

For a total of 35 all new parts.
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English,French,Italian,German,Russian,Japanese,Korean,Traditional Chinese,Arabic,Simplified Chinese
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- Very poor user interface
- Bad tutorial
- Overcomplicated
- .... A bit short for the price, and lot of typos and screwy grammer (at least in the english version), but overall a fun read. It has
Interesting and enjoyable characters, plot and setting which is more than I can say about a lot of VNs, and also a good amount of
custom art. Not outstanding by any means, but if you like VNs, and this one seems like your kind of story, you will prabably
enjoy it (Unless you hate bad english).

Update:
After the big text update, things may have changed (its hard to tell), but the grammer is still pretty off; the worst typo I
remembered is still there. Even in the same block of text, there are mixed tenses (present, past, and present progressive mainly).
The choices tend to not have parallel structure, and some don't even form verb phrases or sentances. The worst example I
remember (which I checked is still there) is "Strugle with the word" which is supposed to mean something more like "Struggle
onward with the sward". "To blame Lin" is another choice example of something that should be a verb phrase ("Blame Lin") but
is clearly gramicatically wrong. I replayed a section of the game (maybe 40 blocks of text) and only found two lines that I
wouldn't edit for grammer. Its all close, but hardly any of its auctually correct. It is littered with things like mistking lightened vs
lit, "painfully stings" vs "stung painfully", won't vs wouldn't, missing "the" in a few places, comma splicing where ";" or "."
should be used etc. Its readable, but the issue clearly remains despite the text update.. Constant lag with a 60FPS lock on all
resolutions. I've been playing several HOGs recently and this one really stands out. It just has the best combination of all the
features. I especially like the deduction feature, because it provides even more variety and even though it's not difficult, it
makes you think about how the pieces of the story combine.. It's not done yet, but it could be really cool when it is. Also, it's
kind of hard as h*ck atm, because of how attacks work, but that isn't exactly a bad thing. You should probably get it/10. I like
this game. it plays well. it can be challenging. it has nice clean graphics (no full screen. no problem).
it really should be rated better than mixed.
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Its Fiiiiiiiiiiiiiine. this game is very good its funny to. Actually a really fun little game. For $2.50 it's really worth it. I would've
spent the whole amount on this game but I got it on sale.

There's enough upgrading to keep it interesting so far. It's like tower defense, where you're invaded by zombies each night and
then during the day, you farm to make money. Sell your crops and buy more seeds, or turrets, UZIs or cows, makes perfect
sense.. Earlier I had a very satisfactory FS 9 B-47 that was an interesting challenge to fly well. With good VC, flight
characteristics, audio altitude read out on finals and landing, and both approach and braking parachutes that worked realistically.
I mistakenly thought this would at least match the FS 9 effort. But the Steam edition is a very poor example. In spite of the sale
price it is of no value to anyone into serious flight simming.. This game is interested concept and characters are cute,

but interfaces and systems are inconvenient to me.

First, res is 800x600 only.

Second, Other unicode is not playable, except English and Japanese.

So I had to play with NTLEA programs that help can't play set unicode.

My playtime is marked about 20 minute, but actually I am played this game

about 1~2 hours with NTLEA.

Third, Battle system is depend on random and don't need to thinking about tactics.

I did select higher card and higher skill only, because battle system is too simple to think.

Forth, this company is do not fix often. I searched other games that was made this company

and saw that's record of patches. So I think game is not better soon.

Character's are cute, and Concept developing my team is well done.

But this game is need that battle systems more addictable and

Configurations are more comfortable.

I am really like anime-like game(not Visual novel) but had no choice but to refund

to these fault reasons.

If it is fix many things, I am gladly repurchase this.. Complete dog♥♥♥♥♥♥. The board takes up less than one third of the
screen. Nearly unplayable because everything is so small. Too bad too because me and my family love the real Nordic Countries
map.. I played this game for like 40 hours, its amazing
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